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Multilingual sightseeing tours in

tour T11 AM - Papal audience with Pope Francis in Vatican City
At the Pontificial State’s discretion, the audience might
be celebrated in St. Peter’s Square or in the Nervi Hall.
Experience an intense spiritual moment of emotions
and reflections with people from all over the world
assisting to the Papal Audience. Feel free to pray or just
be part of one of the most popular and stunning
traditions in the world. Absolutely not to be missed!
Short panoramic tour crossing Via Nazionale, Piazza
Venezia, Corso Vittorio, Corso Rinascimento, Lungotevere, drop off at Piazza dei Tribunali (located about 1 km
from St. Peter’s Basilica).To reach the Basilica, the group
will walk close to Castel Sant’Angelo and along via della
Conciliazione. Check-in at the square and enter after
security checks.The tour ends in the Vatican area.

What’s included / Expert guide - Booking for the Audience
What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off and transportation - Extras
Duration / 5h
Operating days / Wednesday at 07:30 am according to the Holy Father’s schedule, block out dates will
be informed during the season, apply 15 minutes before
Meeting point / Piazza Risorgimento at the center of the square at the Bar-Caffetteria L'Ottagono
Languages: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / multilingual English, Spanish, German
01.04.20-31.10.20 / multilingual English, Spanish, German, French, Portuguese.
Note:
Accommodation in St. Peter’s Square not guaranteed. Admission tickets to the Papal audience are free.
Price per person T11 AM:
Tour

T11 AM

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 35,00

€ 28,00

Child 0/2 years free of charge

tour T3LP AM - Semi-private tour Vatican Museums,
Sistine Chapel & St. Peter's Basilica
Thanks to the real skip-the-line tickets and to the experience of our guides, you won't waste a single moment of your
visit and won't miss any of their most suggestive artworks,
like Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel. After the pick-up service
at your hotel (in selected hotels in central Rome), you will
reach the Vatican area with no stress. At your arrival, your
guide will lead you to the Museums through the reserved
Official Partners entrance.Then, you will be able to admire
their most impressive Renaissance art places: the Gallery of
Tapestries, the Gallery of Maps, the stunning Raphael’s
Rooms and the world-famous Sistine Chapel. After the
Sistine Chapel you will be taken, through an exclusive access
to St. Peter’s Basilica, skipping long lines. Of course, you
won't have to worry about the other visitors nor of losing
your group.We always guarantee headsets to our guests, in
order to let them always enjoy both guide's commentary
and their own pace for curiosities and photos. The tour
ends in St. Peter's square.

Gross rates in €uro

What’s included / Hotel pick up and transportation - Expert guide - Skip the Line ticket - Headsets
What’s not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 3h
Operating days / Daily at 10:00 am except Sunday and religious holidays
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 9:15 am/9:45 am from centrally located hotels
Languages / 01/11/19-31/03/20 English daily, spanish Monday and Saturdays 01/04/20-31/10/20 English
Not operating / November 1at 1st, December 8th/25th/26th, January 1st/6th, February 11th, March 19th,
April 13th, May 1st, JUne 29th, August 15th
Price per person T3LP AM:

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020

€ 109,00

€ 102,00

Season

Adult

Child 6/18 years

01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 149,00

€ 137,00

Price per person T3LP AM:

Nov/Mar: child 0/2 years free of charge - Apr/Oct: child 0/5 years free of charge
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tour T8 PM - Discovering Rome by night
tour T9 PM - Rome by night & Dinner
Trevi Fountain | Pantheon | Navona square | Castel Sant'Angelo (outside)
St.Peter's Basilica (outside) and Square | The Mouth of Truth | Tiberina Island
Circus Maximus | Palatine | Colosseum (outside)
At night, Rome turns into one of the most
romantic places ever: join us on this combined
bus and walking tour under the moonlight! You
can either reach us after dinner or you can
spoil yourself: wait for us to pick you up at
your centrally located hotel and join us on just
in time for a nice Italian meal. Then, in a group
of no more than 30 people and with a professional guide, we’ll stroll around the stunning
city center of Rome, the Eternal City. Close
your eyes, throw a dime over your right
shoulder straight into the Trevi Fountain: it’s
said that those who do so, are granted to
come back to Rome someday. Walk into Piazza
Della Rotonda and enjoy the lit view of the
Pantheon, the former temple of Marcus
Agrippa later converted into a church: this is
the only ancient Roman temple that remained
untouched through the centuries and it’s
stunning at night when the crowds are away.
Reach Piazza Navona, with the Bernini-designed Fountain of the Four Rivers: the legend
says that the author positioned the Rio de la
Plata river personification as if it was fearing
the facade of the church in front of it, built by
his rival Borromini. Our night tour will turn
even more spectacular when we’ll board our
motorcoach. We’ll pass close to Castel
Sant’Angelo, the former Mausoleum of
Hadrian turned by the popes into a fortress
that is directly connected to the Vatican; we’ll
see the majestic beauty of the lit dome of St.
Peter’s Basilica and the romantic charm of the
tiny Tiberina Island; we’ll cross the river Tiber
to get to the Mouth of Truth, which became a
legend after the release of the classic movie
Roman Holiday. The motorcoach tour will
continue overlooking Circus Maximus and the
Palatine Hill and will end close to the Colosseum: glowy with a suggestive yellow light, the
symbol of Rome stands quiet and majestic at
the heart of the Eternal City. The tour ends in
the Colosseum area.

T8 PM
What’s included / Transport - Expert guide
What's not included / Hotel pick up & drop off - Extras - Duration / 2 hours
Operating days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 08:00 pm, apply 15 minutes before
departure
01.04.20-31.10.20 / Daily at 08:45 pm, apply 15 minutes before departure
Not operating / December 24th, 25th, 26th, 31st
Meeting point / Via del Traforo, 148 corner with Largo del Tritone (on the wide sidewalk opposite the wedding-dress shop)
Languages: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / English daily / Spanish, French and German only on February 14th
01.04.20-31.10.20 / English and Spanish daily / Portuguese in April on Sundays and from May to October on
Fridays and Sundays
Price per person T8 PM:
Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T8 PM

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 54,00
€ 57,00

€ 43,20
€ 45,60

Child 0/2 years free of charge

T9 PM
What’s included / Hotel pick up - Transport - Expert guide - Typical dinner in Trevi
What's not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 4 hours
Operating days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 06:45 pm, apply 15 minutes before
departure
01.04.20-31.10.20 / Daily at 07:15 pm, apply 15 minutes before departure
Not operating / December 24th, 25th, 26th, 31st, February 14th
Pick up: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Hotel pick up service between 06.00 pm and 06.30pm, from centrally located hotels
01.04.20-31.10.20 / Hotel pick up service between 06.45pm and 07.00pm, from centrally located hotels
Languages: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / English daily / Spanish, French and German only on February 14th
01.04.20-31.10.20 / English and Spanish daily / Portuguese in April on Sundays and from May to October on
Fridays and Sundays
Price per person T9 PM:
Tour
Season
Adult
Child 3/7 years
T9 PM

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 101,00
€ 103,00

€ 80,80
€ 82,40

Child 0/2 years free of charge
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tour T5 AM - Tivoli and its villas
Tivoli | Villa Adriana •visit inside• | Villa d’Este •visit inside•
Visit Tivoli, an ancient resort area famed for its
beauty and its A few kilometers away from Rome,
there’s a world-renowned town, hosting two
UNESCO world heritage sites:Tivoli. It’s here that,
back in the 2nd century AD, the emperor Hadrian
built his majestic villa: a luxury country residence
where he used to retreat and where he lived his
late years.The huge complex includes more than
30 buildings, several swimming pools, former
thermal stations and covers an area that’s larger
than a square kilometer, which gives quite an idea
of this place’s aim: to show the greatness, opulence
and vast power of the emperor. In the 16th
century, much of the remaining marble and
statues were removed from Hadrian’s Villa by
Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este, to decorate his own
villa located nearby:Villa d’Este, another UNESCO
world heritage site. Largely frescoed on the inside,
the Villa is surrounded by a unique garden,
displaying a complex system of pools, water jets,
channels, fountains, cascades, and water games.
And what makes this system of fountains such an
incredible masterpiece of engineering is that it
works entirely by the force of gravity, without
pumps. Leaving Rome in the morning, you’ll have
half a day to enjoy these architectural beauties
accompanied by a professional guide, who’ll
provide you with an audio receiver and earphones: you won’t miss a single detail! And you don’t
even need to wrap your head around how to
reach Tivoli: you can either opt for our pick-up
service from your centrally located hotel or save
some dimes and reach us at our meeting point.
We’ll take care of both transportation and entrance tickets, all you have to do is relax and enjoy the
trip.The tour ends in the city center.

What’s included / Hotel pick up and transportation - Expert guide - Entrance ticket with no line
What's not included / Drop off at the hotel - Extras
Duration / 5h
Operating days 01.04.20-31.10.20 / Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 08:30 am
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 07:30 am and 08:00 am, from centrally located hotels
Languages / Bilingual English-Spanish / German-French
Price per person T5 AM:
Tour

T5 AM

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 87,00

€ 69,60

Child 0/2 years free of charge

tour T6 PM - Summer in the Roman countryside: local food and wine tasting
Summer in Rome can be a real scorcher so, among sightseeing
in town, try something different and do as the locals do. Rome’s
inhabitants love to reach the countryside and often choose to
visit the Castelli Romani area. Castelli Romani means Roman
Castels, as the towns in this region are mostly born around
Medieval fortresses: they are charming and worth seeing. On top
of this, the local cuisine features several delicious recipes: the
local wines are amazing and the porchetta, the roasted pork
Ariccia-style, is a traditional and well-appreciated dish all around
the country. It’s usually a fraschetta, a casual osteria-type
restaurant, the place that serves these delicacies. In the olden
times, the habit was that of nailing a vine twig on the cellar’s
entrance in order to advertise a new vintage. Hence the name
fraschetta, meaning little leafy twig.Ariccia is also the city where
Gian Lorenzo Bernini designed Palazzo Chigi and the church of
Santa Maria Assunta; you’ll also visit Castel Gandolfo, a lovely city
on the lake that goes by the same name. So, join us: we’ll pick you
up at your centrally located hotel and we’ll arrange transport
from Rome and back, so you don’t have to worry about
anything.You’ll tour the Castelli towns in a group of no more
than 20 people, accompanied by our local food connoisseur
guide, who’ll be more than happy to advise you and take you out
for dinner to let you enjoy a truly authentic local experience

Gross rates in €uro

What's included / Hotel pick up/at the hotel or surroundings and transportation - Local food
connoisseur guide - Food and wine tastings
What's not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 5h
Operating days 01.07.20-30.09.20 / Friday and Sunday at 02:30 pm
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 01:30 pm and 02:00 pm, from centrally located hotels
Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish, German, French
Price per person T6 PM:
Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T6 PM

01/07/2020-30/09/2020

€ TBA

€ TBA

Child 0/2 years free of charge
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tour T15 - Assisi & St. Francis Basilica
Assisi | St. Francis Basilica | Santa Chiara Basilica | Santa Maria degli Angeli
Take a break from the crowds and dive into the spiritual realm
offered by Assisi, St. Francis’ and St. Clare’s hometown: this peaceful
Medieval city, in the Umbria region, is surrounded by nature and set
on the Appennini mountains.The spot of main interest in the town
is obviously the Papal Basilica of Saint Francis, a UNESCO World
Heritage site: it’s decorated with frescoes by numerous late
medieval painters from the Roman and Tuscan schools including
Cimabue, Giotto, and Simone Martini. You’ll also visit St. Clare’s
Basilica, a Romanesque church dedicated to the follower of St.
Francis, and the majestic Basilica of Saint Mary of the Angels: it
encloses the 9th century little church called Porziuncola, the sacred
place where the young Francis of Assisi found his true vocation and
decided to live his life in poverty.The tour ends in Rome city centre.
Notes: comfortable shoes and church appropriate clothing
required.

What's included / Hotel pick up and R/T transportation Rome/Assisi - Tour leader on board - Expert
guide in Assisi - Headset - Lunch
What's not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 13h
Operating days 01.05.20-30.09.20 / Monday and Saturday at 07:30 am
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 06:30 am and 07:00 am, from centrally located hotels
Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish, German, French and Portuguese
Price per person T15 FD:

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T15 FD

01/05/2020-30/09/2020

€ 142,00

€ 113,60

Child 0/2 years free of charge

tour T13 - Pompeii and its ruins
Panoramic view of Naples | Ruins of Pompeii
Hometown to Nero’s wife, the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
Pompeii disappeared under a thick layer of volcanic ashes, blasted
over the city as a consequence of a devastating volcanic eruption
which killed its inhabitants making it disappear for about 1500
years, until it was rediscovered as one of the best-preserved
ancient spots of the world. Frozen at the moment it was buried,
this unique archeological site provides a unique snapshot of the
Ancient Roman city life. Walking along the streets of Pompeii,
you’ll discover houses, bakeries, and shops and you’ll catch a
glimpse into the everyday lives of the Ancients. Neapolitan pizza
and a drink. Once in Pompeii, your local professional guide, will tell
you everything about Mount Vesuvius’ cataclysmic eruption in 79
AD and how it destroyed this big ancient city. At the end of the
visit, we’ll board our bus and travel back to Rome.The tour ends
in Rome city centre.
Notes: comfortable shoes required.

What’s included / Hotel pick up and R/T transportation Rome/Naples - Tour Leader on board Expert guide in Pompeii - Skip the Line ticket to the ruins - Headsets - Lunch with an authentic
Neapolitan pizza and 1 drink included - Audioguide in Pompeii, see "Languages" information
What's not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 14h
Operating days / Daily at 07:30 am
Not operating / December 25th, January 1st
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 06:30 am and 07:00 am, from centrally located hotels
Languages 01.11.19-31.03.20 / English and Spanish daily - German on Saturdays and Sundays Audioguide in Pompeii archaeological site: Italian, French, German (from Mondays to
Fridays), Portuguese, Chinese, Russian and Japanese
01.04.20-31.10.20 / English, Spanish, German and French - Audioguide in Pompeii
archaeological site: Italian, Portuguese, Chinese, Russian and Japanese
Price per person T13:

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T13 FD

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 140,00
€ 143,00

€ 112,00
€ 114,40

Child 0/2 years free of charge

tour T12 AM - Capri Island
Capri island | Blue Grotto included
Take one day off from the cityscapes and reach this island from
Rome Enjoy the Italian landscape while sitting on our private bus
traveling to Naples: this will be our first stop, where we’ll boat
the ferry to Capri island, with its white rocky cliffs plunging into
the aquamarine water.We’ll land on the island and tour around
with a professional guide, visiting the famous Piazzetta and
admiring the Faraglioni from afar. Then, we’ll have an amazing
lunch at a panoramic restaurant, another great chance to feast
on Italian cuisine. But most of all we’ll visit the spectacular Blue
Grotto.A marine temple during Roman times, its bottom hosted
three statues of the Roman sea gods Neptune and Triton, and it
was used as the personal swimming hole of Emperor Tiberius.
Nowadays swimming is forbidden here, and only small rowboats
guided by local experts are allowed in the tiny grotto. In the late
afternoon, we’ll sail back to Naples and, from there, we’ll travel
back to Rome.The tour ends in Rome city centre.

What’s included / Hotel pick up and R/T transportation Naples/Rome - Expert guide - R/T ferry
ticket to Capri - Blue Grotto - Lunch
What's not included / Drop off - Extras
Duration / 14h
Operating days 15.05.20-15.10.20 / Daily at 07:30 am
Pick up / Hotel pick up service between 06:30 am and 07:00 am, from centrally located hotels
Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish, German and French
Note: Depending on weather and sea conditions. If unaccessible, visit to the Blue Grotto will be
replaced with a visit to the Faraglioni rocks.
Price per person T12 AM:

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T12 AM

15/05/2020-15/10/2020

€ 212,00

€ 169,60

Child 0/2 years free of charge
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tour T18 - One-Day Tour of Venice by high-speed train
Being on holiday in Rome doesn’t mean you have to
give up your dream of seeing Venice.You can visit this
unique city on this one-day train trip from Rome. In
the morning, meet your tour at our meeting point a
few steps away from Rome’s Termini station and board
the high-speed train to Venice: in less than 4 hours
you’ll reach the city of lovers. Move around town using
the vaporetto, the local water bus: we’ll provide you
with a convenient 12-hour-valid ticket pass. Head to St.
Mark’s Square and take your time to merge into the
crowd: stroll around through the picturesque alleys
and canals, spend some time shopping, sip a cup of
espresso in one of the stunning historical coffee shops
or try a cicchetto, the local way of calling a fast drink
plus snack. You’ll love St. Mark’s Basilica, a majestic
church built in the unique Italian - Byzantine style: due
to its opulent design and gold ground mosaics it’s also
known by the nickname chiesa d’oro, meaning church
of gold. Thanks to our skip-the-line access ticket and
the audio receiver with earphones, you’ll learn
everything about it. But what makes Venice really
special is the fact that it’s built on 118 small islands
separated by canals and linked by more than 400
bridges.That’s why we think you’ll enjoy taking a ride
by ferry boat along the Gran Canal to admire these
unique buildings that seem to float on the waters: a
must see before going back to Venice Santa Lucia train
station and traveling back to Rome.The tour ends at
the railway statio at 10.10 pm approx.

What’s included / Transfer from the meeting point to the railway station - High speed train ticket Rom/Vce/Rom Assistant during the journey - Skip the Line ticket to St. Mark’s Basilica - Vaporetto pass valid 12 hours
What's not included / Expert guide - Drop off - Extras
Duration / 13h
Operating days 01.11.19-31.03.20 Saturdays at 07:30 am, apply 15 minutes before departure
01.04.20-31.10.20 Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturdays at 07:30 am, apply 15 minutes before departure
Meeting point / Gray Line - I Love Rome Visitors Centre - Termini Station Piazza dei Cinquecento (in the middle
of the square)
Languages: 01.11.19-31.03.20 Multilingual English, Spanish and German
01.04.20-31.10.20 multilingual English, Spanish, German, French and Portuguese
Price per person T18:
Tour

T18 FD

Season

Adult

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 200,00
€ 215,00

No reduced rate for children

tour T19 - One-day tour of Florence by high-speed train
Florence | Uffizi Gallery •visit inside• | Piazza della Signoria | Piazza Santa Croce
If you’re in Rome and still hadn’t the chance to visit
Florence, this high-speed train ticket-only option is your
perfect choice for reaching the cradle of the Renaissance.
Travel accompanied by our assistant from Rome’s central
train station to Florence: you’ll have the chance to spend
a full day on your own in this delightful city. Take your
time to walk around town: Florence is one of Italy’s main
fashion cities, a perfect place to go boutique shopping or
to find unique artisanal leather goods. If you’re more of a
foodie, take a break to savor artisanal gelato or a typical
lampredotto sandwich while sitting on a bench and
watching people passing by. Or find a restaurant to have
a full-course lunch with a glass of local wine (Chianti,
anyone?). Cross Ponte Vecchio and reach Santo Spirito
neighborhood for a taste of local culture, or take a walk
in the nearby Boboli Gardens, a public park in the nearby
of Palazzo Pitti, that is also a UNESCO World Heritage
site. Lastly, when aperitivo time comes, sip a Negroni, the
Florence-born international cocktail, to say goodbye to
this amazing city before meeting your assistant for your
return train trip to Rome. The tour ends at railway
station at 08:10 pm approx.

What’s included / otel pick up and transportaion to the railway staion - igh speed train icket
Rom/Flr/Rom - Assistant during the ourneys - xpert guide - Skip the ine icket for the ﬃzi Gallery - unch
What's not included / rop oﬀ - xtra
Duration / 13h
Operating days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 07:30 am
01.04.20-31.10.20 / Tuesday, ednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 07:30 am
Not operating / ecember 25th, January 1st, May 1st
Pick up / otel pick up service between 06:30 am and 07:00 am, from centrally located hotels
Languages: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Mulilingual nglish, Spanish and German
01.04.20-31.10.20 / Mulilingual nglish, Spanish, German and French

Price per person T19:
Tour

Season

Adult

Child 3/7 years

T19 FD

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 189,00

€ 151,20

Child 0/2 years free of charge
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Gross rates in €uro

Hop on Hop off
Panoramic tour

A BUS
EVERY
10/15
MINUTES

Includes:






Bus ticket according to the reserved selected route,
multilingual audioguides,
map of Rome with the free stops and the route of the panoramic tour,
Wi-Fi on board,
interesting commentaries through headphones, 13 languages available.

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 6-12 years

Panoramic tour
DAILY

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 22,00

€ 15,00

Tour
Panoramic tour
24 h

Child 0/5 years free of charge

Season

Adult

Child 6-12 years

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 25,00

€ 16,00

Child 0/5 years free of charge

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 6-12 years

Panoramic tour
48 h

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 32,00

€ 20,00

Tour

Season

Special ONE RUN 01/11/2019-31/10/2020
after 01.15 pm

Child 0/5 years free of charge

Adult

Child 6-12 years

€ 20,00

€ 14,00

Child 0/5 years free of charge

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 6-12 years

Tour

Season

Adult

Child 6-12 years

Panoramic tour
ONE RUN

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 18,00

€ 13,00

Special ONE RUN
after 03.00 pm

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 14,00

€ 10,00

Child 0/5 years free of charge

Gross rates in €uro

Child 0/5 years free of charge
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